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ABSTRACT
A fundamental challenge in large-scale multiagent systems
(MAS) is to enhance network-related dynamical processes
such as establishing social convention in a decentralized fash-
ion by regulating the behavior of the artificial autonomous
agents. In my dissertation, I plan to study the specific
problem of communication convention formation as a dy-
namic semiotic process over a large-scale MAS. In a semi-
otic process, a group of artificial agents collectively invent
and negotiate about a shared language system that is used
for communication. The landscape of the communication
system will be captured through a hierarchy of interdepen-
dent networks where a semiotic network is built on top of an
agent network. I propose a network theoretic investigation
to determine its implications on the dynamic convention for-
mation process and plan to develop a generalized theory of
communication convention suitable for large-scale networked
MAS. This theory will support predictions of system proper-
ties such as convergence dynamics across different temporal
regions. Finally, an effective convention formation mecha-
nism based on the generalized theory will be presented and
evaluated for a real-world application domain.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Coordination of agent activities in large multiagent sys-

tems (MAS) is central to cooperatively achieving goals. A
social convention is considered to be a technique for increas-
ing coordination [10]. It helps to reduce the overhead of
coordination by simplifying agents’ decision-making process
through the determination of action choices. Therefore, es-
tablishing a social convention acts as a useful mechanism
for deciding the dominant coordination strategy or building
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consensus in MAS. For example, the mechanism for predict-
ing conventions in online communities (such as in Twitter)
could be useful for understanding various socio-political phe-
nomena [6].

In my dissertation, I plan to study the problem of con-
vention formation in the context of a dynamic semiotic pro-
cess [9]. In this process a group of human or artificial agents
collectively invent and negotiate a shared language system
or a semiotic system to establish a communication conven-
tion. When the agents are situated in a networked society,
it is important to ask how they self-organize a communica-
tion system or create a communication convention that en-
able them to share a common lexicon? Agents in networked
MAS form triadic relationship between the objects, words
and associated meanings for every object that they want to
describe. However, due to un-coordinated language acquisi-
tion process, agents may use different words to describe the
same object (synonymy). It is also possible that one word
may refer to multiple meanings (ambiguity) or multiple ob-
jects (homonymy). The challenge, therefore, is to reduce
or dampen synonymy, homonymy and ambiguity through a
coordinated language learning process such that a commu-
nication convention emerge in the MAS. My research goal is
to design a theoretical framework to investigate this process
carefully and to design mechanisms that ensure the emer-
gence of an effective (each agent shares the same language),
but also efficient (using less resource, e.g., small memory-
size) communication convention.

2. APPROACH
A communication convention problem requires to define

(i) a semiotic landscape containing the relationship among
the objects, words and associated meanings and (ii) an in-
teraction network model for the agent society. The semiotic
landscape is defined by semiotic networks that represents
the relationship between the objects, words and the associ-
ated meanings. In this type of network nodes are formed by
the objects, words and meanings. Two nodes share a edge
if the items associated with the nodes co-occur.

A population of agents are situated on the nodes of an
undirected dynamic graph. Each agent has a limited compu-
tational power and limited memory. The interactions among
the agents are captured through various games. At each
time step, agents update their state (among a certain set of
possible states) according to the state update rules through
interactions with their neighbors. The dynamics at the agent
state level influences the dynamics of the semiotic network.
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Tools of statistical physics will be used investigate how the
agent network dynamics affects the dynamics of the semiotic
network.

A solution to the communication convention problem will
be composed of a set of state update rules and agent archi-
tecture. I will design the state update rules based on empiri-
cal investigation of the convention process over various agent
network models. The results obtained from these investiga-
tions will also be used to design the agent architecture.

The intended generalized theory of communication con-
vention would be developed based on a comprehensive exper-
imentation of various network models, convention domains,
agent architectures and state update rules. Following is a
short list of the model parameters that will be used to per-
form the investigation:

Variation of the Agent Network Models: Previous
studies on shared language problem have used standard mod-
els of complex networks such as Barabasi-Albert Scale-free
and Watts-Strogatz Small-world network models [1]. These
models assume that new nodes have access to information
about the global state of the network. In many realistic sce-
narios this assumption does not hold. Therefore, I will use
realistic complex network models such as local-world evolv-
ing network [7], fitness-based network [2] models and their
variants.

Variation of the Agent Interaction Models: Typically
agent interactions are modeled by using various games. I will
augment the existing models and investigate their impact on
the performance of my approach.

Variation of Agent Architecture: I will investigate the
variation of the following components of the agent archi-
tecture: effect of memory size, neighbor selection strategy,
negotiation models and agent learning.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
I have designed a mechanism that is able to create a social

convention within a large convention space for MAS operat-
ing on dynamic SF networks [5]. The language coordination
problem from [3, 8] is used for investigation in which a so-
ciety of agents construct a common lexicon in a decentral-
ized fashion (these two approaches are referred as FGJ and
SRA respectively). Agents’ interactions are modeled using a
language game in which agents send lexicons to their neigh-
bors and update their lexicon based on the utility values
of the received lexicons. I proposed a novel topology-aware
(TA) utility computation mechanism and enable the agents
to reorganize their neighborhood based on this utility esti-
mate to expedite the convention formation process. Figure 1
compares how dominant convention agents evolve over time
for three variants of TA with SRA and FGJ. Results indi-
cate that the proposed mechanism is both effective (able to
converge into a large majority convention state with more
than 90% agents sharing a high-quality lexicon) and effi-
cient (faster) as compared to the state-of-the-art SRA and
FGJ.

Currently I am investigating this lexicon convention prob-
lem over various network topologies including small-world,
local-world and random networks. The agents will be able
to predict the topology of their local neighborhood and use
an appropriate convention formation mechasim. Previoulsy
I developed this type of topology-aware convention selection
mechanism for a small convention space [4].

Figure 1: Comparison of the number of dominant
lexicon agents for three variants of the topology-
aware (TA) approach with SRA and FGJ’s ap-
proach.
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